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introduction

Throes of War (ToW) is a strategic fantasy card game with dice. It is easy to learn and fun to play.

GETTING STARTED
To play Throes of War (ToW) each player uses 10 ToW dice and ta breakdown of the following 21 cards:
 • 1 character card
 • 1 special ability card
 • up to 2 Hand-held cards (any combination of weapons and/or shields)
 • up to 5 Stockpile cards (any combination of craft items, pets, and magic spells)
 • The rest are Inventory cards (used to replace Hand-held or Stockpile cards during the game)

   Quick-Start: Skip to the OVERVIEW on the next page for a quick start summary on how to play ToW.

PLAYING FOR THE FIRST TIME
If you are just starting out, Throes of War is pre-packaged with character decks ready to play. You can enjoy 
the game with a friend or mix and match cards from other characters to further customize your character. 
Then challenge your friends who have already joined the war.

THE CHARACTERS
There are 21characters you can be in Throes of War with an in�nite number of ways you can customize your 
character to �t your speci�c play style. The characters include: Alchemist, Assassin, Beast Master, Cleric, 
Deathknight, Druid, Engineer, Giant, Guardian, Hunter, Mage, Monk, Necromancer, Paladin, Priest, Ranger, 
Shaman, Warlock, Warlord, Warrior, and Wizard. (See page X for more oncharacters.)

THROESOFWAR.COM
At throesofwar.com you can register for a FREE account to manage your 
characters and meet your allies (other players sworn to the same Allegiance); 
browse the online database of all cards and dice available in the game; earn 
badges for accomplishments. Rise in rank; be the �rst to hear about upcoming 
expansions; register to play in sanctioned tournaments and more. Being a part 
of the ToW online community will immerse you into the game and enhance 
your game playing experience. Do you have what it takes to join the war? 
... to win the war?

As you rise in experience you will rise in rank. By participating in online events, sanctioned tournaments, and 
building up your characters you will be promptly rewarded. You can view all registered members of your 
Allegiance and see who has climbed to the highest ranking positions within your alliance. And, maybe, you 
will rise to the highest command as an experienced leader and proven war hero. (See page X for more on 
ranks.)

   Glossary: Words in italic bold are ToW terms listed in the Glossary on page X for your reference.
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TIP:  In addition to this
game guide, you can
watch a video tutorial
on how to play Throes
of War on our website:
throesofwar.com
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Warrior

character0+ 0+

Add one POWER and one INGENUITY for +3 
damage or defense, or Add one POWER and 
one dice of ANY symbol for +2.

art by  Joe Herbert c   Copyright information here

Great Shield
shield0 4+

Add +1 defense for each additional POWER
added.

art by  Joe Herbert c   Copyright information here

Twinblade Hatchet
melee weapon4+ 1+

Add +1 attack or defense for each DOUBLE
symbol used (instead of its SINGLE symbol)
when hitting with the Twinblade Hatchet.

art by  Joe Herbert c   Copyright information here

Champion Horse
mount1 1

When you play the required dice to hit with
the Champion Horse it gives 1 attack or
defense.

art by  Joe Herbert c   Copyright information here

Armor
craft item0 2

When you play the required dice with the
Armor it gives 2 defense.

art by  Joe Herbert c   Copyright information here

Gather Strength
magic spell2 2

When you play the required dice to hit with
Gather Strength it gives 2 attack or defense.

art by  Joe Herbert c   Copyright information here

Heightened Reflexes

magic spell0 0

+1 damage or defense to all weapons or
shields you are successfully using this turn.

art by  Joe Herbert c   Copyright information here

Leap
magic spell1+ 1+

RE-ROLL: Add +1 attack or defense for each
POWER re-rolled.

art by  Joe Herbert c   Copyright information here

Battle Mastery
special ability0 0

All damage is doubled. Re-energize.

art by  Joe Herbert
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Rally

magic spell

0
0

Roll all of the dice you have lost, and use

those INSTEAD of your other remaining dice

this turn.

art by  Joe Herbert
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Warhound

pet2 0

When you play the required dice to hit with

the Warhound it gives 2 attack.

art by  Joe Herbert
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BroadSword

two-handed melee weapon

6
4

When you play the required dice to hit with

the Broadsword it gives 6 attack or 4 defense.

art by  Joe Herbert
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Dwarven Flask
craft item

0
0

Heal 1 (return one dice that has been lost).
Sacri�ce (discard) the Dwarven Flask.

art by  Joe Herbert

 c   Copyright information here

Bolster Defense
magic spell

0

0

Double the defense of your shield.

art by  Joe Herbert c   Copyright information here

Twinblade Hatchet
melee weapon4+ 1+

Add +1 attack or defense for each DOUBLE
symbol used (instead of its SINGLE symbol)
when hitting with the Twinblade Hatchet.

game SUMMARY
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THE CARDS
The illustration to the right outlines areas of information on a card. 

HOW TO PLAY
The illustration below shows the basic layout of the 21 cards 
needed to play Throes of War. Your CHARACTER card is supported 
by up to 2 hand-held cards (WEAPONS and SHIELDS), and up to 5 
stockpile cards (any combination of PETS, CRAFT ITEMS, and 
MAGIC SPELLS), with the rest of your cards in your inventory, 
which are kept face down until you bring them out to replace other 
cards that have been destroyed or discarded.  

To attack (or defend) simply roll all 10 dice (or any number you still 
have in play) and allocate the symbols turned up by placing them 
on the cards that require them. Those cards can then be used to 
deal or defend damage (or any other ability indicated on the card).

In the example below, the Warrior is attacking with 10 dice (6 
purple POWER dice, and 4 gray INGENUITY dice). There are six 
possible dice colors, each representing a symbol that appears on 
TWO of the faces for greater chance of rolling it. 

This dice roll:
allows for the attacker to hit with the Character for 3 damage;  
a magic spell for 2 damage; and another magic spell which 
adds +1 damage to all weapons; and a weapon for 4 + 1 (its 
own ability bonus) + 1 (the spell) for 6 damage; giving a total attack 
of 11 damage. If the defender’s can’t defend for 11+, the attacker 
“hits” the defender. If the attack minus the defense is 1-5, the 
defender loses 1 dice (hit). If the attack minus the defense is 6-10, 
the defenders loses 2 dice (critical hit), and if the attack minus the 
defense is 11+ the defender loses 3 dice (lethal hit). The �rst to 
eliminate all of their opponent’s dice wins!

Name of the card Type of card

The required
symbols needed
to use this card
successfully.

Description of the
card’s ability upon
successful use.

DEFENSE: Amount
of damage avoided
or blocked.

ATTACK: Amount
of damage done.

This GAME SUMMARY gives a quick overview..  The rest of 
the GAME GUIDE explain things in more detail to prepare 
you for WAR! For a quick-start recap skip to page X.

POWER and INGENUITY are used for 
a successful hit with the CHARACTER.

DOUBLE-POWER, DEATH and INGENUITY
are used for a successful hit with a weapon.

MAGIC, and DEATH,
are both unused.

Your inventory cards can be brought out during battle to replace existing cards that are discarded or destroyed.

characters
are orange cards

shields
are purple cards

shields
are purple cards

special abilities
are gold cards

Up to �ve stockpile cards of any combination of
PETS, CRAFT ITEMS, and MAGIC SPELLS.

pets
are green cards

craft items
are blue cards

magic spells
are red cards

NATURE and LIFE , and another LIFE,
are used for a successful hit with two
magic spells.



the dice

To play Throes of War you will need 10 dice. There are a total of 6 di�erent types of unique dice available, and 
the 10 you use is completely up to you. You can improve your character by optimizing the dice you use to 
match the speci�c weapons, shields, craft items, pets, and magic spells your character uses.

TYPES OF DICE
The dice faces will each display 1 of 6 symbols:  NATURE (clover), 
POWER (arrows), MAGIC (star), INGENUITY (cog), LIFE (heart), 
and DEATH (skull). 

Certain symbols, or a combination of symbols will be needed 
to use weapons, shields, craft items, pets, and magic spells 
successfully when attacking and defending in battle.

There are 6 di�erent types of dice, one for each symbol:  
NATURE (green), POWER (purple), MAGIC (yellow), 
INGENUITY (grey), LIFE (red), and DEATH (black).

Dice types of a certain color will have two sides with the 
matching symbol. Black DEATH dice, for example, will always have 
two sides that can turn up DEATH. One of the two sides will be a 
DOUBLE-DEATH of that symbol, which counts as two. 

There are 6 symbols, but only 6 sides on each dice. 
Because one symbol appears twice, not all dice will have 
every symbol ! Depending on the color, the dice will all be 
missing its opposite symbol:

Gray INGENUITY dice will never have NATURE, and green 
NATURE dice will never have INGENUITY.

Purple POWER dice will never have MAGIC, and yellow 
MAGIC dice will never have POWER.

Black DEATH dice will never have LIFE, and red LIFE dice 
will never have DEATH. 
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the dice
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LIFE rolled NATURE rolled MAGIC rolledPOWER rolled INGENUITY rolled DEATH rolled

“THROWS” OF WAR
Once you have your customized set of 10 dice, you are ready to use them in battle. During your turn you will
roll ALL of your available dice and use them to swing weapons, block with shields, use craft items, 
attack with pets, and cast magic spells. Each dice can only be used for one card, unless the special ability at 
the bottom of the card speci�es otherwise, so if you have two cards that require DEATH, but turn up only one 
DEATH, you must decide which of those two cards you want to use it on.

You do not have to use all of your dice (and likely won’t). And, you do not have to 
use a card if you do not want to, even if you have the dice symbols turned up and 
available.

Each card can only be used once per turn. Even if you have enough symbols to use a 
card twice, you cannot use any card more than once per turn or add additional 
symbols to increase damage or defense unless the card’s ability printed at the 
bottom of the card speci�es otherwise.

DOUBLE symbols: The type/color of dice you use is important, because it will increase the odds of turning up
that symbol and it has the opportunity to turn up a DOUBLE. A DOUBLE can be used as two singles, but MUST 
be used together for the same card and not half toward the use of one card, and the other half toward the use 
of another. If your card speci�es that you should re-roll the dice and add +1 additional damage or defense for 
each DEATH turned up, and you turn up a DOUBLE-DEATH, it still counts as two giving +2 damage.

The above illustration 
is based on using six
POWER dice, and six 
INGENUITY dice (from 
page 4).

art by  Joe Herbert c   Copyright information here

BroadSword
two-handed melee weapon6 4

When you play the required dice to hit with
the Broadsword it gives 6 attack or 4 defense.

This sample card requires 1 POWER,
1 DEATH, and 2 INGENUITY.

This combo is the most e�ectient use of the dice roll, because you
satisfy the requirement with only 3 dice instead of 4.

The DOUBLE-POWER, could be used instead of the 
single POWER, but you would not get anything more
out of the extra POWER on this particular card.



the dice

YOUR DICE IS YOUR LIFE
You begin the game with 10 dice. However, dice are not only used for your weapons, shields, craft items, pets, 
and magic spells - they are also your life in the game! They represent your hit points. Every time you take 
damage you will lose 1-3 dice. The damage is calculated by subtracting your defense total from the attacker’s 
damage total; 1-5 will result in a hit, and the loss of one die; 6-10 will result in a critical hit, and the loss of two 
dice; and 11+ will result in a lethal hit, and the loss of three dice.

To balance the game, all dice that have been lost will each count for +1 attack and defenese each turn. So if 
you are down to 7 dice, you will automatically deal +3 damage when attacking, and block +3 when defending.

As the battle progresses and you (and your opponent) lose dice, the odds of turning up what you need begins 
to dwindle. This is a feature that makes Throes of War unique to other games. You literally become weaker as 
you are “injured” by your opponent and vice versa. As you pound into the enemy they weaken, as is the case in 
real combat - creating a balance in the way you choose what cards to battle with.

The more powerful a card is, the more dice you will need in order to use it. Early in battle, these powerful cards 
will be more easily used. However, as the battle wages and you begin to lose your dice, it becomes di�cult, if 
not impossible, to use the more powerful items. During battle (especially toward the end of the �ght), the 
seemingly weaker cards, which may only require one or two dice, become a necessity.

A weakened opponent who has ONLY very powerful cards at their disposal will be unable to �nish the �ght 
against a well balanced character with some cards that can be used with only one or two dice.

In addition to losing dice when you take damage, those with the ability to heal will have an opportunity to 
regain dice that have been lost. Whatever your specialty, whether you strike fast and hard in hopesof bringing 
your opponent to their knees in a hurry, or as a healer you are constantly regaining dice that you have lost, or 
you dig in as a defensive juggernaut who can withstand a �urry of attacks; it is up to you -- but remember, 
your dice are your life in the game. Keep them at all cost, or your light upon this world will be extinguished. 
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Warrior

character0+ 0+

Add one POWER and one INGENUITY for +3 
damage or defense, or Add one POWER and 
one dice of ANY symbol for +2.

THE CARDS

CHARACTERS
character cards are ORANGE and 
represent who you are in the game.

SPECIAL ABILITIES
Each character has one unique 
special ability card (GOLD) and can 
only be used by that speci�c
character.
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Type of Character Type of card

Description of your 
CHARACTER’S ability.

DEFENSE: Amount
of damage avoided
or blocked.

OFFENSE: Amount
of damage done.

characters specializing in NATURE call upon pets and the power of the earth for lethal attacks.

characters specializing in POWER use brute force to pound their enemies into submission.

characters specializing in MAGIC use an arsenal of Magic Spells to gain the upper hand.

characters specializing in INGENUITY will be able to make use of a wide variety of craft items.

characters specializing in LIFE will be able to heal - regaining dice that have been lost.

characters specializing in DEATH kill with disease, dark magic, deadly weapons, and destruction.

art by  Joe Herbert c   Copyright information here

Battle Mastery
special ability0 0

All damage is doubled. Re-energize.

The required
symbols needed
to use this card
successfully.

The special ability cards are very powerful, but
they must re-energize after each use. After using
your special ability you turn the card sideways,
and it cannot be used again until you re-energize.
To re-energize, you simply pay the same dice
requirement to use it, and turn it back right-side up.
Now you can re-use this ability in a future turn.
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Twinblade Hatchet
melee weapon4+ 1+

Add +1 attack or defense for each DOUBLE
symbol used (instead of its SINGLE symbol)
when hitting with the Twinblade Hatchet.

art by  Joe Herbert c   Copyright information here

Great Shield
shield0 4+

Add +1 defense for each additional POWER
added.

THE CARDS

WEAPONS
weapon cards are GRAY and are 
considered hand-held items.

You can use only two hand-held
items at one time (or one, if it’s a 
two-handed weapon). This can be 
two weapons, or one weapon and 
a shield. You cannot, however,  hold 
two shields in both hands at the 
same time.

The style of weapons available are 
melee weapon and range weapon. 
melee weapons are used for 
close-quarters combat, while range 
weapons can hit from a distance. 
This is important to keep in mind 
because some items can defend 
better against range weapons, 
while others might defend better 
against melee weapons. 

SHIELDS
shield cards are PURPLE, and like 
weapons, are hand-held items. 
While WEAPONS generally cause 
damage, SHIELDS block it.
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Type of weapon Type of card

The required
symbols needed
to use this card
successfully. Description of the 

weapon’S ability.

DEFENSE: Amount
of damage avoided
or blocked.

OFFENSE: Amount
of damage done.

Type of shield Type of card

The required
symbols needed
to use this card
successfully. Description of the 

shield’S ability.

DEFENSE: Amount
of damage avoided
or blocked.

OFFENSE: Amount
of damage done.

At the bottom of each card is a 
description of how to use any 
abilities associated with it. 
Some cards may require dice 
re-rolls or added requirements 
in order to use it successfully, 
while others may give damage 
or defensive bonuses or provide 
an additional function aside 
from causing or blocking damage.
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Dwarven Flask
craft item0 0

Heal 1 (return one dice that has been lost).
Sacri�ce (discard) the Dwarven Flask.

art by  Joe Herbert c   Copyright information here

Champion Horse
mount1 1

When you play the required dice to hit with
the Champion Horse it gives 1 attack or
defense.

THE CARDS

CRAFT ITEMS
craft item cards are BLUE and are 
used along with pets and magic 
spells as stockpile items.

 

PETS
pet cards are GREEN and are used 
along with craft items and magic 
spells as stockpile items.
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Type of craft item Type of card

The required
symbols needed
to use this card
successfully. Description of the 

craft item’S ability.

DEFENSE: Amount
of damage avoided
or blocked.

OFFENSE: Amount
of damage done.

Type of pet Type of card

The required
symbols needed
to use this card
successfully. Description of the 

pet’S ability.

DEFENSE: Amount
of damage avoided
or blocked.

OFFENSE: Amount
of damage done.

When a PET is a mount, as 
indicated by the type of card 
(written below the card name 
at the top), that means you can 
ride it. Players may possess any 
number of PETS, but only ONE 
mount.
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Leap
magic spell1+ 1+

RE-ROLL: Add +1 attack or defense for each
POWER re-rolled.

THE CARDS

MAGIC SPELLS
magic spell cards are RED and are 
used along with craft items and 
pets as stockpile items. 
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Type of magic spell Type of card

The required
symbols needed
to use this card
successfully. Description of the 

magic spell’S 
special ability.

DEFENSE: Amount
of damage avoided
or blocked.

OFFENSE: Amount
of damage done.

ALL MAGIC SPELLS are to be 
considered “unique,” meaning 
you cannot possess more than 
one of the same MAGIC SPELL.

Some cards have a RE-ROLL
feature, which allows you to 
re-roll the dice used for that 
card, and often adds some 
kind of bonus based on what 
is turned up.



THE game

SET UP
Setting up is simple. First, place your character and special ability cards on the battle�eld in front of you. 

BEFORE revealing any of your other cards, DETERMINE WHO STRIKES FIRST:  Players roll all 10 of their dice. 
The player who rolls the most DOUBLE symbols gets to decide whether or not to ATTACK or DEFEND �rst.

ATTACKING FIRST:  Roll all 10 dice and attack (see ATTACKING on the next page). Bring any number of cards 
from your inventory to place in your hands or the �ve-card stockpile. The advantage of attacking �rst is 
drawing �rst blood. If you can damage your opponent, their �rst attack will be with fewer than all of their dice.

DEFENDING FIRST:  After your opponent �nishes their opening attack, roll all of your remaining dice, then 
choose the hand-held and stockpile cards you want to open your defense with and place them around your 
CHARACTER card as shown below (see DEFENDING on the next page).  The advantage as �rst defender is 
being able to see what cards the attacker is using before determining the cards you want to start with.

After the opening attack and defense, both players battle to the 
death by alternating turns as the attacker and defender.

To the left and right of your CHARACTER are your hand-held items 
(one weapon and one shield or two weapons and no shields, or 
one two-handed weapon). Beneath those cards,  a maximum of 
up to �ve cards in your stockpile (any combination of pets, craft 
items, and magic spells). The remaining inventory cards are in 
your hand where your opponent can’t see them -- and used to 
replace hand-held or stockpile cards as needed during battle.
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Any card (aside from the CHARACTER and
special ability cards) can be replaced from
your inventory whether it was destroyed by an 
opponent or by your choosing, as long as the 
card being replaced was not used that turn.

Cards replaced, even if by your choosing, are 
discarded (out of play) and NOT put into your 
inventory to use again later (unless you have 
an ability on a card that states otherwise).

character card
Left Hand

(weapon or shield)
Right Hand
(weapon)

4 Stockpile cards
(pets, craft items, magic spells)

10 Throes of War dice
(any combination of colors/symbols desired)

Remaining Inventory cards
(any combination of stockpile and hand-held cards)
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Warrior

character0+ 0+

Add one POWER and one INGENUITY for +3 
damage or defense, or Add one POWER and 
one dice of ANY symbol for +2.

art by  Joe Herbert c   Copyright information here

Great Shield
shield0 4+

Add +1 defense for each additional POWER
added.

art by  Joe Herbert c   Copyright information here

Twinblade Hatchet
melee weapon4+ 1+

Add +1 attack or defense for each DOUBLE
symbol used (instead of its SINGLE symbol)
when hitting with the Twinblade Hatchet.

art by  Joe Herbert c   Copyright information here

Champion Horse
mount1 1

When you play the required dice to hit with
the Champion Horse it gives 1 attack or
defense.

art by  Joe Herbert c   Copyright information here

Armor
craft item0 2

When you play the required dice with the
Armor it gives 2 defense.

art by  Joe Herbert c   Copyright information here

Gather Strength
magic spell2 2

When you play the required dice to hit with
Gather Strength it gives 2 attack or defense.

art by  Joe Herbert c   Copyright information here

Heightened Reflexes

magic spell0 0

+1 damage or defense to all weapons or
shields you are successfully using this turn.

art by  Joe Herbert c   Copyright information here

Leap
magic spell1+ 1+

RE-ROLL: Add +1 attack or defense for each
POWER re-rolled.

art by  Joe Herbert c   Copyright information here

Battle Mastery
special ability0 0

All damage is doubled. Re-energize.

art by  Joe Herbert

 c   Copyright information here

Rally

magic spell

0
0

Roll all of the dice you have lost, and use

those INSTEAD of your other remaining dice

this turn.

art by  Joe Herbert
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Warhound

pet2 0

When you play the required dice to hit with

the Warhound it gives 2 attack.

art by  Joe Herbert

 c   Copyright information here

BroadSword

two-handed melee weapon

6
4

When you play the required dice to hit with

the Broadsword it gives 6 attack or 4 defense.

art by  Joe Herbert
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Dwarven Flask
craft item

0
0

Heal 1 (return one dice that has been lost).
Sacri�ce (discard) the Dwarven Flask.

art by  Joe Herbert

 c   Copyright information here

Bolster Defense
magic spell

0

0

Double the defense of your shield.



THE game

ATTACKING & DEFENDING
Below are step-by-step instructions for each turn. The attacker goes �rst until they have a TOTAL damage. 
When the attacker is completely �nished the defender begins their turn to determine how much of that 
damage can be prevented. If the defense is equal to (or more) than the attack, no damage is done.

1. ROLL:  Roll all available dice.

2. PLACEMENT:  Place dice on cards. 

Dice from your original roll can only be changed ONCE per turn 
for placement on cards. Once any ability causes any of the dice 
to be changed, that dice CANNOT be changed again by another 
ability. This rule applies to placement of dice, not re-rolls of dice 
on a card to determine a bonus.

3. ABILITIES:  Perform card abilities. Some will allow you to turn 
or re-roll dice and place on other cards. Others may allow for 
added damage or defense.

4. TOTAL:  Calculate the total damage or defense of each card 
being used successfully. 

Some cards have the ability to stop/trap an opponent’s cards. A defender can counter this with any other 
card that is NOT being stopped, thus allowing them to use those cards as needed. For example:  If the attacker 
has a MAGIC SPELL that stops a defender from using a PET, the only way the defender can use that PET is if 
they have a di�erent card that can stop the attacker’s MAGIC SPELL in the �rst place -- such as Prevent Spell.

Some cards have the ability to destroy an opponent’s cards or be self-sacri�ced. Unless otherwise stated, 
any card that is destroyed or sacri�ced CAN be used the same turn to cause or block damage, but is lost 
(discarded) AFTER the turn ends.

CALCULATING THE RESULT
First the ATTACKER performs each of the 4 steps outlined above. Once the ATTACKER is completely �nished, 
the DEFENDER performs each of those 4 steps. Subtract the TOTAL amount defended from the TOTAL amount 
of damage done. If the remainder is 1-5, the defender is hit, and loses one dice. If the remainder is 6-10 the 
defender su�ers a critical hit, and loses two dice. If the remainder is 11+ the defender takes a lethal hit, and 
loses three dice. For example:  If the ATTACKER strikes with a TOTAL of 8 damage, and the DEFENDER stops a 
TOTAL of 6 damage, then the DEFENDER takes 2 damage... and loses 1 dice! The defender may choose which of 
their remaining dice to lose, but those dice are not allowed to be swapped for another later. 

WINNING THE GAME
Players alternate turns attacking and defending until one player emerges victorious by eliminating all of their 
opponent’s dice.
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INVENTORY CARDS:  You can bring out any 
needed inventory cards to replace hand-held 
or stockpile cards at ANY time during your turn.

New inventory cards are still used as outlined
in the steps on the left.  

The cards you start with, and when to replace
them, is an important strategical decision.

If there is not an open slot you can still replace
any card that has not been used that turn with 
another from your inventory, but it must be 
discarded to make room for the new one, and
cannot be brought back into your inventory
unless you have a card that states otherwise.

See a complete turn-by-turn Throes of War battle between the WARRIOR and the WIZARD beginning on page 20.



THE game

STEP-BY-STEP RECAP
Here is a summary of the steps taken to play Throes of War:

1. BOTH players reveal their CHARACTER and special ability cards by placing them on the battle�eld.

2. BOTH players roll all of their dice. Whoever rolls the most DOUBLE symbols chooses to attack or defend �rst.

3. ATTACKER rolls all available dice, places them on cards, uses abilities, and calculates total damage.

4. DEFENDER rolls all available dice, places them on cards, uses abilities, and calculates total defense.

5. DAMAGE is determined by subtracting the total defense from the total attack.

6. DEFENDER loses 1, 2 or 3 dice if the su�er a hit, critical hit, or lethal hit.

7. BOTH players alternate attacking and defending until one player eliminates the other’s dice.

NOTES
• Players must begin with a FULL set of 21 cards: 1 CHARACTER, 1 special ability, any number of the rest.

• Players can have, at most, 1 SHIELD in play at any time. Spares can be kept in inventory.

• Cards from inventory can be brought out anytime. If there is not an empty slot the card it replaces is discarded.

• Cards removed from play (destroyed, discarded, etc) cannot be brought back  unless an ability allows it.

• When cards are removed from play (destroyed, discarded, etc) they do not have to be replaced right away.

• Players can only have one of that speci�c item if it is unique (all MAGIC SPELLS are considered unique).

• Players can only have one mount in the game.

• A DOUBLE symbol counts as two of that symbol, but must be used together on one card.

• A DOUBLE symbol CAN be used in the place of one single (having one leftover)

STRATEGY
• Find a good balance of symbols between cards and the colors of dice you use.

• Using too few symbols/colors could lead to a lot of unused dice/cards.

• Using too many di�erent symbols/colors could lead to a lot of unused dice/cards.

• Find a good balance of stronger/weaker cards so that you have cards that require only 1 die for later rounds.

• Be agressive in causing attack damage -- 1 extra damage can make a big di�erence!

• Bring enough defense to survive! It’s a huge advantage to have more dice than your opponent.

• Mix it up.  If your friends know what to expect from you they will build their CHARACTER to counter it.

• Learn from your mistakes or be doomed to repeat them!
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abysal minion lord
Hit points: 65 Recommended Players: 2

QUEST

ttack

Abysal Minion Lord

Infernal Scyth

Infernal Shield

Abysal Minion 1

Abysal Minion 2

Abysal Minion 3

Core Cauldron

Infernal Fury

Sundering Roar

Abysal Shadows

character

melee weapon

shield

pet

pet

pet

craft item

magic spell

magic spell

magic spell
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Infernal Fury

Sundering Roar

Abysal Shadows

character

melee weapon

shield

pet

pet

pet

craft item

magic spell

magic spell

magic spell

efendD

+ SPECIAL ABILITIES: HIT COUNTER (65 HPs)

CHARACTER: The Abysal Minion Lord
can immediately resurrect all Abysal Minions 
that are killed / destroyed.

CORE CAULDRON: Any player can 
sacri�ce (discard) any  pet or craft item 
to stop / absorb all damage from the 
Core Cauldron.

+ ABYSAL SHADOWS: When Abysal 
Shadows is successfuly cast, all attacking or 
defending players must reroll their unused
dice and turn up a VISION or LUCK in order 
for that player to attack or defend.
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duels & quests

DUELS & QUESTS
TWO WAYS TO PLAY:  WITH YOUR FRIENDS... OR AGAINST THEM!

DUELS pit opponents against one another to the death.  Two-player duels last between 5-20 minutes allowing 
players time for multiple matches.  One-on-one gladiator-style dueling between two players is the primary focus 
of the instructions in this Game Guide; however, the game is �exible enough that any number of players can 
�ght either in teams, or in a battle-royal with each player fending for their own life.

In addition to playing against one another, you can quest with friends to �ght against improbable odds, powerful 
common enemies, and overcome challenges far too di�cult to achieve alone.

QUESTS o�er players a more social gaming experience as players work together to accomplish common 
goals.  Each quest follows a speci�c storyline and can be as simple as a group battle versus a common enemy, 
or a more elaborate mission with many enemies and twists and turns along the way.

When �ghting in a Throes of War Quest, you will face non-player characters (NPCs) that are often too powerful 
to defeat with only one person. At throesofwar.com you can download and print a wide variety of Quest NPCs 
to battle against. You can browse by RECOMMENDED PLAYERS to �nd Quest NPCs that are perfect for the size 
of your group.
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Name of Quest NPC

Quest NPC’s items

Special Abilities

Determination Chart:
Two players blindly pick 1 dice 
each at random and roll it... 
The two symbols are matched 
on this chart to determine a 
letter from A - R. For example:
“H” is used If POWER and 
DOUBLE-NATURE are rolled.

Attack Chart

Defense Chart

H

0

0

4

0

0

0

8

5

1

0

18

Hit Point Counter
(This Quest NPC has
65 Hit Points)

Column “H” on the
Attack Chart shows
4 items that deal
damage of 4, 8, 5, 1 
for a total of 18.



duels & quests

HOW TO FIGHT A QUEST NPC
First, �nd and print the needed Quest NPC(s) you will be �ghting by using the Quest-Finder at throesofwar.com. 
Page one of the document will contain information (lore) about  the person or creature you will be facing, 
along with a list of accomplishments you can earn during your battle with it. Page two (see illustration on page 
15) will display all of the WEAPONS, SHIELDS, PETS, CRAFT ITEMS, and MAGIC SPELLS it will be using to 
attack and defend with, a list of any special abilities that can be used against you, a hit point counter to keep 
track of its life, and a determination chart to randomize its attack and defense.

First Strike
Unless otherwise stated, your quest party will attack �rst. Each member of your quest party will roll all of their 
available dice and each attack as outlined on page 13. Add up the total damage from each member of your 
quest party to determine your overall attack against the Quest NPC.

Attacking or Defending with the Quest NPC
Fighting a Quest NPC is very similar to how you duel another player as 
explained in this Game Guide, except that the Quest NPC won’t roll dice. 
Instead, there is a Determination Chart (see illustration on page 15) that 
will show 18 di�erent possible outcomes (labeled A - R). Two players in 
the quest each blindly (without looking) pick one of their dice at random 
and roll it. Match the two symbols turned up on the determination chart 
to �nd out which letter (A - R) the Quest NPC is �ghting or defending 
with. Then look at the list of items under that column to �nd out what is 
being used and how much damage or defense it is causing. Each turn, 
whether attacking or defending is a new two-dice blind roll against the 
determination chart so that each turn is random for the Quest NPC.

Attack as One
When you attack, everyone in the quest party attacks individually by using their own dice and cards, but the 
total damage from everyone is then added together to determine what the Quest NPC will need to defend 
against. If, for example, your party attacks for 15 total damage, but it can only defend against 10 (based on 
your roll in the determination chart), then you collectively cause 5 “points” of damage to the Quest NPC. Use 
the hit point counter at the bottom of the page to mark o� 1 for scoring a hit. If the Quest NPC has 65 hit 
points, you will need to mark o� 64 more to defeat it!

Defend as One
When the Quest NPC attacks, everyone in the quest party will roll their available dice to defend with their own 
cards. The totals are added together for an overall defense. If your quest party takes damage, you as group can 
decide which player or players will lose dice accordingly. If four players are defending, and the group takes 14 
damage (critical hit, loss of 2 dice) they could choose two players to each lose 1 dice, or one player to lose 2 
dice – always any division among dice and players your group feels will be the best strategy to ultimately win 
the quest.
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While each Quest NPC has a 
small determination chart at 
the bottom of the page, this 
chart is the same between ALL 
NPCs, and one large master
determination chart can be 
downloaded and printed at 
throesofwar.com for your 
questing convenience.



rewards

ACCOMPLISHMENTS
At throesofwar.com you can input and track accomplishments (or badges) for each of your characters, and 
there are hundreds you could obtain. You can also view the accomplishments of friends and other players in 
your Allegiance.

Accomplishments in Throes of War can be obtained in a variety of ways from competing in duels with friends, 
playing quests, participating in tournaments, and by interacting with our website. Some accomplishments are 
easy to obtain while others can be extremely di�cult and rare. 

EXAMPLE DUELING ACCOMPLISHMENTS:

EXAMPLE QUEST ACCOMPLISHMENTS:

EXAMPLE TOURNAMENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS:

EXAMPLE INTERACTIVE ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
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Each quest has a series of 
di�erent accomplishments 
speci�c to that quest, allowing 
you to play the same quest 
over and over with a new goal 
each time.

GLADIATOR
(win 10 or more duels in a row in one day)

EXECUTIONER
(defeat an opponent without losing any of your dice)

DEVASTATOR
(have an attack turn of more than 20 damage)

HERO
(beat a Quest NPC without losing any members of your quest party)

CRUSADER
(beat 10 or more Quest NPCs in one day)

TANK
(beat a Quest NPC without dying, while being the only player to lose dice)

PARTICIPANT
(compete in a sanctioned tournament)

CHAMPION
(compete in a sanctioned tournament that your Allegiance wins)

GRAND CHAMPION
(compete and win a sanctioned tournament)

DEFENDER OF THE CROWN
(sign-up a character online and join one of the 4 Allegiances)

HARBINGER
(show your support for Throes of War on social media websites)

MERCHANT
(buy Throes of War products / merchandise online)

You can view a complete list of 
Throes of War accomplishments 
at throesofwar.com.



rewards

RANKS
At throesofwar.com you can keep up with everything that is happening within your Allegiance, including your 
rank and the ranks of other members. Each of the four Allegiances have a hierarchy and every individual within 
the Allegiance has a rank. You can rise in rank by participating in tournaments, earning accomplishments, 
recruiting others into your Allegiance, and buying Throes of War products and merchandise.

Visit throesofwar.com for detailed information on ranks within the four Allegiances, and the requirements 
needed to earn a promotion at each level.
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KNIGHTS OF FIRST LIGHT LEGION OF OUR LADY SCIONS OF THE TWIN BLADE TEMPLARS OF THE DARK TRUTH

Squire Conscript Initiate HereticMercenary Mercenary Mercenary Mercenary

O�cers Royal Guard House of Magic Gens Tutela

Sergeant Sentry Prodigy Keeper

Lieutenant Sentinel Sage Watcher

Captain Champion Savant Defender

Major Protectorate Adept Enforcer

Colonel Guardian Master Tutelary

General High Guardian Grand Master Illuminary

Knight Legion Scion Templar

Chevalier Legionary Minion Zealot

Banneret Legionnaire Advocate Disciple

Nobles Royal Command House of War Custos Occulte

Baron Armiger Subaltern Specialist

Count Crusader Field O�cer Agent

Duke Centurion Senior O�cer Ward

 Arch Duke Commandant Brigadier Warden

Grand Duke Commander Chief Custodian

Lord High Commander War Chief

Prince QuizzenPrince Quarren

Emissary

Prince Thyorin Princess Thyarra Atheling Lord Wraa

Viceroy High Chancellor Lord Marshal Ambassador

Regent Chancellor Marshal Magistrate

Prefect Dignitary Magnate Councilor

Highborn Senate The Tribunal House of Ruling Musterion Council

GOLDEN ARMY IMPERIAL LEGION KINDRED ALLIANCE NOX FERRATUS



ALLEGIANCES

ALLEGIANCES
At throesofwar.com you join one of four Allegiances. As you progress in the 
game and gain more experience in battle you will earn promotions within 
your Allegiance. 

When the benevolent and just King Thyoril Vyrunn died, four heirs declared 
their rightful claim to the throne; the noble �rst son, the warrior queen, the 
twin princes, and the bastard son. You must choose which of the king’s 
progeny your characters will support in battle for control of the kingdom. 
To learn more about the lore visit throesofwar.com. 

The Knights of First Light
Followers of Prince Thyorin, the eldest (legitimate) noble son and traditional 
“rightful” heir to the crown, are united in support of Thyorin’s claim to the throne, 
and vow to defend the “king.”

Legion of our Lady
Thyarra killed her �ancé (her brothers closest friend) after he betrayed her with 
another woman. She then shed the sobriquet “Princess” in favor of her current 
moniker: The Warrior Queen. She believes her father’s kingdom would collapse 
under her brother’s rule, and is not alone in that thought.

Scions of the Twin Blade
Identical twins, Quarren and Quizzen have vowed to overthrow their cousins and 
rule together. Quarren served at the head of his uncle’s army, while Quizzen is 
revered for his magic and intelligence.

Templars of the Dark Truth
Wraa claims to be the son of Thyoril as a result of an alleged a�air. His enemies 
discount his motives as pure evil, but his supporters claim him to be the salvation.
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Read the Lore Guide
at throesofwar.com
for a complete history
of the world, and of
King Thyoril Vyrunn’s
progeny at war for
the crown.

coming

soon...
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